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Warfare surfaces on 
'nonproliferation' 

by Judith Wyer 

Israel's attack on Iraq's nuclear facility June 7 has bene
fited a global oligarchy bent on gaining control of nu
clear technology and limiting the development of the 
emerging nations. The media around the world greeted 
the Israeli terrorist assault with the same refrain, that the 
raid proves the necessity of enforcing nonproliferation, 
since the raid sets a precedent for future attacks by rival 
developing states with nuclear facilities. 

The argument originates with such groupings as the 
Aspen Institute, the Club of Rome, and the Brandt 
Commission. For this elite, nonproliferation means end
ing future nuclear development within the Third World 
and placing stringent controls on an industrial state's use 
of nuclear technology. Perhaps the news media's despic
able silence on the issue of Iraq's sovereignty reflects the 
fact that these oligarchical forces openly promote the 
creation of supranational governing bodies to replace 
sovereign nations' rightful control over the use and 
transferral of nuclear technology. 

This was demonstrated by a senior offical at the 
Aspen Institute, who responded to the Israeli attack by 
calling for a new global "Baruch plan" to regulate all 
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nuclear technology and "surrender national sovereignty 
of nations." (See interview below.) Such a posture effec
tively dooms the developing states in the long run to a 
fixed-resources arena of economic growth. 

The Osirak reactor 
The destruction of the Iraqi reactor was aimed at 

undercutting the potential of the wealthiest sector of the 
developing world, the oil-rich Arab states, for unbound
ed economic growth. Last year Iraqi President Saddam 
Hussein, in discussing the Iraqi nuclear program's 
importance for Arab-wide development, warned that 
"the Zionists and their supporters used to work on the 
assumption that the Arabs were backward people .. . 
but the Arab nations are on the verge of a new age ... . 

They will successfully use atomic energy for industry." 
Baghdad has repeatedly denied Israel's allegations 

that they were developing the capability to make bombs. 
Such facts have been widely ignored. Instead, a 

gallery of nonproliferation and disarmament advocates 
have been carted before television cameras to argue that 
a number of developing states, including Brazil, Paki
stan, and Egypt, are on the verge of building the bomb. 
These same circles are leveling similar attacks at the 
industrial states such as France and Italy, which have 
extended a transfer of nuclear technology to the devel
oping sector. 

The actual purpose of 
the Osirak facility 

An alliance of Israeli and Khomeiniite Iranian intelli
gence agencies has been working since 1979 to over

throw the government of Iraqi President Saddam 
Hussein and undermine the most promising develop
ing country in the Arab world. The June 7 assault on 

the Iraqi nuclear research facility is the focus of a 

broader collaboration between the Begin government 
and backward Iranian mullahs aimed against Arab 
economic development and modernization. 

The conspiracy against Iraq's nuclear program 
began in 1 979 when Khomeini's secret police, the 
Savama, and the Israeli Mossad joined forces against 
the West European suppliers of nuclear technology to 
Iraq. 

At that time, a mysterious terrorist bombing in 
France destroyed a partially assembled nuclear plant 
slated for shipment to Iraq, provoking a public outcry 
in Paris that the Mossad was responsible. 
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Admiral Eugene LaRoque, the head of the Wash
ington-based Center for Defense Information, jubilantly 
welcomed the Israeli raid, because it strengthens "global 
disarmament and limiting national sovereignty through 
control of technology." The linkage between nonproli
feration and disarmament stressed by LaRoque and the 
Aspen official is part of an evil maneuver involving a 
commission headed by the Socialist International's Olof 
Palme to draw the Soviet Union into an agreement to 
limit technological growth (see EIR, June \6). Not 
coincidentally, the Aspen spokesman named former 
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance as the most qualified 
candidate to head a supranational commission to en
force nonproliferation. Vance is a member of the Pal me 
Commission on Disarmament; the Aspen official be
moaned the fact that it was the Soviet Union's refusal 
to accept this concept of limiting nuclear technology 
which stifled the Baruch Plan. 

But this time around Vance et al. intend to raise the 
stakes by, if necessary, staging other dangerous inci
dents such as the Israeli raids in order to force the 
U.S.S.R. into a nonproliferation agreement under the 
guise of disarmament and therefore limit Soviet eco
nomic and military growth. 

Meanwhile, the Palme Commission's upcoming 
meeting in Moscow will reportedly discuss the Iraqi 
raid. 

In early 1980, the head of Iraq's nuclear program 
was mysteriously murdered in France. A few months 
later, the only living witness to the crime was run 
down and k illed on a Paris street by a speeding car. 

Simultaneously, the Savama-controlled terrorist 
group, the Committee to Safeguard the Islamic Rev
olution, began a wave of terror in Europe against 
anyone associated with Iraq's nuclear program. In 
August 1980 this group sent letters to five French 
firms threatening them with terrorist reprisals if they 
did not break off all relations with Iraq. The bombing 
of an Italian company also working with Iraq 's nucle
ar authority was linked to Iranian terrorists. 

A month later, just after the outbreak of the Iran
Iraq war, Iranian fighters raided the nuclear facility 
missing the building housing the Osirak reactor. Israel 
openly lauded the attack, and Deputy Defense Minis
ter Mordechai Zippori offered to provide Iran with 
Israeli intelligence enabling them to make a more 
effective second raid against the reactor. 

In the last month, Israel has condemned Iraq for 
its aggression against Iran in the IO-month old Gulf 
war, and has clandestinely supplied Iran with military 
support. 
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Interview 

Aspen calls for a 
'new Baruch plan' 
A senior official at the Aspen Institute for Humanistic 

Studies involved in the Brandt Commission report on sup

pressing Third World industrialization made thefollowing 

comments in a June 10 illtervieW prOVided to E IR. 

Q: What does the Israeli bombing of the Iraqi nuclear 
facility mean for the future of the world nuclear industry? 
A: It certainly changes the entire picture. It opens up the 
entire nuclear question for debate on the level of imme
diate action, as opposed to thought and planning. It will 
affect every country. There can be no status quo ante 
after an act like this, just as there can be no status quo 
ante after the formation of Solidarity in Poland. It puts 
the question of nuclear proliferation on the immediate 
urgent public agenda of secretaries of states and chancel
leries around the world. 

Q: What will happen then? 
A: It has now become clear that existing institutions 
don't measure up to the real problems of nuclear prolif
eration and the entire arms race. We need new institu
tions far beyond those of SALT and the existing arms 
control negotiations. This changes the entire atmosphere 
of disarmament and requires bolder solutions. 

We need a new international wise men council on a 
much higher plane, a small group of the best minds to 
come up with ideas that cross a certain historic threshold. 
Such a wise men council must finally accomplish what 
Bernard Baruch, Dean Acheson, and John J. McCloy 
tried to do after the war to contain the very first spread of 
nuclear energy, which contains the seeds of the greatest 
surrender of the sovereignty of nations in history. Unfor
tunately, the Soviet Union turned it down. We need a 
group like the Baruch Plan now, a commission to study 
all the alternatives, which will be one of those historic 
new international organizations which takes a quantum 
jump, an organization of the historic new quality of the 
Lend-Lease program which brought us into World War 
II, of NATO, and of the Marshall Plan. 

SALT and a bilateral U.S.-Soviet negotiations pro
cess are not enough. In this new process we need to 
examine the role of the alliance and perhaps change its 
basic structures. It includes how we treat our allies. 
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